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ABSTRACT
Development of Novel Software and Hardware for Wind Turbine Condition
Monitoring
Ryan A. Zhan

With the increased use of wind turbines as sources of energy, maintenance of these
devices becomes more and more important. Utility scale wind turbines can be time
consuming and expensive to repair so an intelligent method of monitoring these devices is important. Commercial solutions for condition monitoring exist but are expensive and can be difficult to implement. In this project a novel condition monitoring
system is developed. The priority of this system, dubbed the LifeLine, is to provide
reliable condition monitoring through an easy-to-install and low-cost system. This
system utilizes a microcontroller to collect acceleration data to detect imbalances on
turbines blades. Two graphical user interfaces are created. One improves control with
a small wind turbine while the other interfaces with the LifeLine. A custom PCB is
designed for the LifeLine and additional rotor speed, current, and voltage sensors are
incorporated into the LifeLine system. Future improvements to this system are also
discussed.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background

As the detrimental effects of natural gas and fossil fuels become increasingly apparent, the world must move towards more environmentally-friendly energy sources.
Currently, two prominent sources of renewable energy resources include solar power
and wind [2]. More and more countries are investing in wind and solar energy; research on renewable energy is more important than ever, particularly, the care and
maintenance of energy gathering devices.
Important to the health of a wind turbine is ensuring that the blades of the turbine are properly balanced. Imbalanced rotor blades can cause increased vibrations
throughout the body of the turbine, increasing wear and fatigue throughout the system. A survey of 1500 wind turbines over 15 years has shown that 19 percent of
turbine failures can be attributed to issues with the rotor blades [3]. Imbalances can
be caused by errors in manufacturing, various weather conditions such as icing and
aerodynamic asymmetry, and may develop over time due to regular use [4]. Regardless of the cause, imbalances in the rotors can cause excessive noise, gearbox and
bearing failure, and small fractures throughout the system. There has been much
work done to ensure that blades are balanced when installed on a turbine and several methods have been created that allow turbine blades to be balanced even after
installation [5]. Still, repair of wind turbine generators can be expensive and difficult
to do, so it is important to identify imbalances before they cause significant damage.
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There are several methods of maintaining rotating machinery. These methods can
be broken up into 3 categories: reactive maintenance, preventative maintenance, and
predictive maintenance. Preventative maintenance is time based and can help keep repair costs down; however, periodic maintenance contributes to high prevention costs.
Reactive maintenance, which performs maintenance on a turbine after damage, reduces preventative costs but also increases repair costs. The optimal balance lies in
the broad category of predictive maintenance, or condition based maintenance [1].
This requires condition monitoring of the system. A common method for condition
monitoring of a wind turbine is through the use of Supervisory Control and Data
Acquisition alarms [6]. These systems require many peripheral devices which can be
expensive and invasive to the turbine. The California Polytechnic Wind Power Research Center (CPWPRC) is studying methods in detecting imbalances on an active
turbine using low cost equipment that can be easily adapted to different systems.

Figure 1.1: Costs associated with maintenance strategies of wind turbines.
From Tchakoua paper on turbine condition monitoring [1].

2

1.2

Initial System Overview

The CPWPRC uses a 3 kW wind turbine as a subject for its research projects. It
rests on a 70 ft tall tower residing on a hill at Escuela Ranch in San Luis Obispo. For
more information on the structure of the Cal Poly wind turbine tower, please refer
to Tae-gyun (Tom) Gwon’s thesis “Structural Analyses of Wind Turbine Tower for 3
kW Horizontal-Axis Wind Turbine” [7]. For more information on the hardware used
at the base of the tower, please refer to the senior project report, “Cal Poly Wind
Turbine Off-Grid LoadBank and Emergency Speed Controller” [8].
The wind turbine is controlled using a microcontroller platform running a ported
version of micropython. It controls the speed of the turbine rotor by adjusting a duty
cycle, which opens and closes a circuit at a rate of approximately 100 Hz, thereby
regulating the power draw and torque from the generator. The desired duty cycle is
calculated using a proportional integral control scheme with feed forward. The Nucleo
is also outfitted with a Shoe of Brian, an open source printed circuit board (PCB)
that features an universal serial bus (USB) on the go (OTG) connector. This allows
some of the flash memory to be used as a USB file system, simplifying the process to
program the microcontroller. To program the microcontroller, simply drag and drop
the appropriate micropython files into file system. The Shoe of Brian also features
screw terminals for easy access to important pins on the Nucleo [9]. This turbine
controller resides at the base of the tower and reports data such as wind speed, rotor
speed, and duty cycle through a serial output.
The Shoe of Brian was specifically designed for the turbine controller and the two
screw terminals allow access to 18 different pins. Excluding the ground and 3v supply
pins, there are 14 pins open for various signals. One pin is capable of outputting a
PWM signal, two are reserved for I2C communication, and the rest are analog and
3

digital inputs. This Shoe Design has pins capable of asynchronous serial communication as needed by the XBee, but they are outfitted with voltage level shifters making
it difficult to be used with an XBee radio and unsuitable for use with the Lifeline
system.
Also at the base of the tower is a Raspberry Pi 3B (RasPi) that is used as a central
control computer. The control computer and turbine controller are attached by a
short USB cable. It runs Raspberry Pi OS and had a tower control graphical user
interface (GUI) written in Python using PyQt5 that sent serial commands to the
turbine controller to choose which control mode the turbine controller should use.
The GUI received data from the tower controller to display. It allowed the user to
choose a set duty cycle from 0 to 100, in increments of 10, or the rotor speed setpoint, also in increments of 10. The RasPi also received and stored data sent out
of the LifeLine, the condition monitoring prototype built by the CPWPRC, using a
receiving XBee radio and the “minicom” terminal program.

Figure 1.2: The hardware used as the tower controller. In the center is
the RasPi which serves as a control computer. On the right is the Nucleo.
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The LifeLine was assembled as a prototype to test different condition monitoring
algorithms. It resides in a weather resistant box within the nacelle of the turbine. Its
electrical components were largely the same as those in turbine controller and also
utilized a Nucleo-L476RG running micropython as its microcontroller. This LifeLine
Nucleo had an earlier version of the Shoe of Brian outfitted to its base. As most
imbalance detection algorithms rely on vibration data, and because accelerometers
are relatively low-cost, the Lifeline was outfitted with a MMA8452Q accelerometer.
The Lifeline uses a XBee radio to send data to a receiving device for development
and research purposes. In the past, a GSM cell module was also included to send text
messages notifying an operator when imbalances were detected. This component was
no longer present by the time this project began.

5

Figure 1.3: Simplified diagram of the wind turbine and supporting systems
at the start of this project.

1.3

Objectives

The primary objective of this project is to improve the initial condition monitoring
system developed by the the CPWPRC and to support future students and faculty
working on Cal Poly wind turbine by improving documentation and supporting software. Improving future usability is a priority and extensive documentation is a must.
This objective was accomplished in the following ways:

6

• Listed the hardware used in the turbine controller and Lifeline
• Documented the software used in the turbine controller and Lifeline
• Redesigned the Lifeline rotor speed sensor to be more modular and adaptable
• Added adjustable logging rate to turbine control GUI
• Redesigned the turbine control GUI clearer and more user-friendly
• Created a GUI for displaying Lifeline data
• Automated the data file generation process
• Added additional sensors to the Lifeline

7

Chapter 2
SOFTWARE UPDATES

2.1

Initial Software

The initial software present on the turbine consisted of a GUI written in Python
using the PyQt5 framework as well as several micropython scripts running on the
microcontrollers that control the wind turbine. The GUI, as mentioned in a previous
section, allows for basic control and monitoring of the turbine and can be run on a
laptop or the RasPi. By using the buttons listed in the bottom row (see Figure 2.1)
a user could choose a set-point for duty cycle or rotor speed. The options available
are either a specific duty cycle between 0 to 100 incremented by 10 or to increment
the rotor speed set-point by 10. This method is simple and fairly effective, but can
make it difficult to precisely control the turbine.

Figure 2.1: The original wind turbine control GUI.
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As this turbine is for research purposes, clear and detailed data collection is extremely
important. The original turbine control GUI partially fulfilled this need by storing
every single point of data received from the controller within arrays and exporting
these arrays to a file upon closing the program. Data recorded from the turbine
included the following:

• Uptime of the controller
• Wind speed
• Control mode
• Rotor setpoint
• Rotor speed
• Duty cycle of the generator
• PWM frequency

One cause for concern with this method is the possibility that, in the event the
program shuts down prematurely, all data will be lost. This can happen due to the
main control computer losing power or the program simply crashing due to any sort
of error. The data storage only happens when the user specifically clicks the exit
button. Another potential drawback is the fact that the program stores every line of
data it receives. This means that the longer the GUI runs uninterrupted, the more
memory the program will use. However, considering that the program is currently
meant for short term use and the data stored amounts to comparatively little memory
usage, this is not a major concern.
To store data from the LifeLine, the text-based serial port communications program
“Minicom” was used. This program can read from a specified serial port and log the
9

data received. Connecting to the corresponding XBee radio as a serial device allowed
the central control computer to receive the data from the Lifeline wirelessly. The
data that the Lifeline reported included X, Y, and Z acceleration, a placeholder for
rotor speed, and a checksum value to verify the validity of the line in case of dataloss
during transmission. The operator was unable to view and interpret the data until
after the data had been stored and processed.
These issues of potential data loss, difficult-to-organize data, and a lack of real-time
monitoring of the LifeLine are addressed with the development of new software and
additional features.

2.2

New Software Design

Originally, additional changes were made by to the turbine controller GUI by appending functionality to the code. This method of making changes by adding to the
existing software began to negatively affect the readability and organization of the
GUI code. To fix this, it was decided that the GUI would undergo a complete redesign. Two new GUI designs were proposed; in addition to an updated GUI for the
tower controller, the Lifeline would also have an dedicated GUI to receive and display
data. This would help in the development of the Lifeline as its own discrete system
as it would have its own cross platform GUI. Both the GUIs would be organized in
such a way that future changes would be as easy to implement as possible.
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Figure 2.2: Initial design for an updated turbine controller GUI. The final
GUI is shown in Figure 2.7.

The redesigned turbine control GUI, a mock-up of which can be seen in Figure 2.2,
includes a tabbed box with a numerical up-down box in which the user can choose
the control mode and set-point. This interface allows the user to directly choose the
set-point rather than increment it or choose between several predetermined values,
making it a more precise controller of the turbine. In the mock-up, there are 3 control
methods shown. The first two, duty cycle and rotor speed, are already available
through the current version of the GUI. The last control method uses the tip-speedratio (TSR) as a set-point. This allows the turbine to be run in a manner that extracts
power more efficiently than constant duty cycle or constant rotor speed control. This
organizational method makes additional control modes easier to implement as future
control methods can simply be added to the tabbed box.
This design also includes plot options in the form of check boxes in the upper right.
By checking or un-checking these boxes, the user can choose which plots to display.
The corresponding plots will automatically adjust their size to be displayed in the
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“Graphs” area. This allows the addition of more plots while preserving readability as
plots can selectively be hidden when not in use. While the original GUI only displays
rotor speed, rotor set point, and corresponding duty cycle, with this configuration
values such as wind speed, TSR value and set-point, and power values can be displayed
as well.
Also included in this GUI is a large “Stop Turbine” button that brings the turbine
to a more manageable state by automatically setting the duty cycle of the turbine to
100% when pressed. This size allows the the button to be easily pressed even when
connected to the control computer through remote desktop, a new feature added
courtesy of Dr. John Ridgely. There is also a dedicated section to control logging
data from the turbine controller. This includes the option to change the frequency at
which the tower controller collects and reports data. This feature is meant to support
future testing and research as it allows for more flexible data collection. When logging
starts, the program should automatically create a file, name it in an informative way,
and begin writing data to it. In this way even if an issue occurs with the system,
most of the data will already have been saved to the file.

Figure 2.3: Initial design for the Lifeline GUI. The final GUI is shown in
Figure 2.8.
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The initial design for the Lifeline GUI has a similar layout and options. There is an
area that displays acceleration values for each axis as well as other supplementary
information. At the bottom of the interface is a supplementary value display where
rotor speed, generator voltage, and generator current are shown. The Lifeline GUI
also includes a logging section with similar functionality as the turbine controller
GUI. The new functionality that this GUI provides would be a valuable research tool
to help in the development of the LifeLine as a standalone, autonomous condition
monitoring system.

2.3

Development

The two GUIs were developed in Python using PyQt5. PyQt5 is a set of Python
bindings for the Qt C++ cross platform application framework. Qt contains a vast
collection of GUI widgets and because both Python and Qt are cross-platform, applications written using PyQt5 can be run on Windows, MacOS, and various Linux based
distributions [10]. The only requirement for a device to run either of the GUIs is that
the device must have Python 3 with the PyQt5 and Python Serial libraries installed.
Both GUIs rely on the plotbox.py file written by Dr. John Ridgely, a Python module
that uses PyQt’s libraries to create real-time scrolling plots and datawriter.py file,
which allows for togglable data saving. The development of these GUIs are discussed
in Sections 2.3.3 and 2.3.4. To support the new features presented in the new Lifeline
and tower control GUIs, additional updates had to be made to the software running
on the Lifeline and tower controller microcontrollers. These changes are discussed in
Sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.1.
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2.3.1

Changes to Turbine Controller Software

The turbine controller microcontroller is programmed using micropython. It periodically checks for new commands as well as calculates the required duty cycle to meet
the set-point. To accommodate the new functionality of the turbine control GUI,
changes were made to the micropython files. The list of micropython files used by
turbine controller are listed in Table 2.2.
The turbine controller originally received single byte serial commands from the tower
control GUI. The limited number of commands allowed the controller to quickly check
to see if the command was valid before executing it. This prevented the controller
from processing erroneous commands that may have been corrupted by the serial
connection. The new GUI allows the user to set variables to values of the operator’s
choosing, making the commands sent by the GUI more complex and raising the
number of possible commands into the hundreds.
To handle this, communication between the turbine control GUI and the turbine controller was changed from single byte commands to encoded comma-separated strings.
The string features a character denoting mode, followed by a number indicating a setpoint, followed by a checksum value. For the turbine controller the possible characters
are:

• A, denotes 100% duty cycle
• D, denotes duty cycle mode
• R, denotes rotor speed mode
• T, denotes TSR mode
• L, denotes a logging command
14

When the command begins with A the set-point value that follows is not considered,
otherwise the following value is used as the new set-point for the corresponding mode.
The logging command, or L character, does not change a set-point but rather the
logging speed.
Larger serial commands have a higher chance of being scrambled, and with this new
format, a single digit being changed can have drastic effects on the function of the
tower. It is even more important, then, that there is a robust method of double
checking each command to ensure it is accurate. The chosen method involves the
checksum value. After the command string is generated, each character’s Unicode
value is found using the Python ord() function and the resulting values of each of
characters are summed together. This total value is added on to the end of the
string in the form of a two digit hexadecimal value. The final string is then encoded
using the UTF-8 standard and sent to the turbine controller through a serial line.
When the turbine controller receives a string, it performs the same calculations and
compares the checksum value it received with the checksum value it calculated. If the
two match, the command is considered valid and the program proceeds, otherwise,
the command is ignored. An example of a valid command string is: R,40.56,A7. In
this example, the command denotes that the turbine should operate in rotor speed
mode with a set-point of 40.56 rpm. The final hexadecimal character in the list is
the checksum. To further improve reliability, the turbine controller will saturate the
set-point if it receives a command that exceeds a reasonable value.
The the turbine controller initially ran the control and logger functions in the same
loop which meant that the rate at which the turbine controller reported data was tied
to the rate at which the controller calculated the duty cycle. With the adjustable
logging rate functionality, these functions were separated so that changing the logging
rate did not affect how the turbine is controlled. A timer was created to periodically
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trigger an interrupt service routine (ISR). During the ISR, the logging function is
scheduled using micropython.schedule(). Normally, the heap is locked during an
ISR, disabling the use of floats, lists, and some mathematical operations such as
division. Scheduling the logging functions rather than running them directly during
the ISR allows the logger to run accurately without needing to limit the software to
the few operations that are available during the ISR.

2.3.2

Changes to the Lifeline Software

The LifeLine also featured several changes to its micropython files to handle the new
features presented in the GUI. The files running on the LifeLine are listed in Table
2.3. Most of these changes were associated with the additional sensors to be added
to the system. The LifeLine already had a Python module to read from a rotor speed
sensor, again courtesy of Dr. John Ridgely. It was meant to be used with a generic
Hall effect sensor and featured functions to initialize an external interrupt that would
be triggered every time the Hall effect sensor was triggered. By measuring the time
between sensor triggers, the speed of the turbine rotor can be calculated. A potential
issue of this method is that the slower the turbine moves, the slower the speed updates.
If the rotor stops completely, the rotor speed would never be updated because the
interrupt would never be triggered. To fix this, additional functionality is included.
Every time the interrupt is triggered, a flag is set. Another function returns the
last known speed when called. This function, the get_rotor_speed() function, also
checks the flag and clears it. If the flag is already cleared when the function is called,
this indicates that the rotor has not updated recently and the speed is reported as
0. Periodically calling this function allows the program to bypass the slower update
rate at lower speeds. The get_rotor_speed() function is called periodically in the
main section of the LifeLine at a rate of 1hz. As Luke Costello was able to train an
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imbalance detection algorithm using a rotor speeds collected at 1 hz, this update rate
was deemed adequate. Given the new rotor speed sensor setup, this gives the system
a minimum rotor speed of 30 rpm. This is also the minimum rotor setpoint of the
Cal Poly turbine. If the rotor drops below this speed, the LifeLine will read the speed
as zero. This minimum speed is determined by the number of magnets on the shaft
collar and the update rate.
The accel_reader object is in charge of packaging the data so that it can be transmitted over the radio. It uses a timer object to control when data is taken. When
redesigning the LifeLine, variable logging rate was originally a goal. To implement this
feature, a new function had to be added to the accel_reader class. This function,
the change_freq() function, set a flag within the accel_reader object and stores
the frequency to be set within the object. Because the accel_reader object stores
1024 points of data as a set, the timer frequency was changed between sets of data.
This was done through a check in the start() function, which initiates the start of a
new data set. If the flag had been set, the start() function would set the frequency
of the timer using the rate that has been stored. This way, changing the logging rate
did not interfere with the data set that is being collected. The accel_reader returns
acceleration in A/D conversion bits. To convert to units of g’s, divide the value by
16*1024.
To handle the additional current and voltage sensors, two new pyb.ADC objects were
created. These allow the user to read the voltages of specified pins. These objects can read voltages from 0 to 3.3 volts, returning values between 0 and 4095
varying linearly with voltage. Two additional functions were added to the main.py
file that return the values of these voltages. The accel_reader package was also
updated to not only read and report acceleration, but voltage and current along
with rotor speed. An example line of data given by the LifeLine is the following:
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~0,-1264,1088,16512,0.0,0,1857,3F. In this line of data, the first number is the
data index. This is followed by unconverted X, Y, and Z acceleration. Rotor speed
in units of rpm follows as well as current and voltage in A/D conversion bits. The
outputs of the analog sensors are left unconverted to improve the speed of the data
collection system as well as to allow adjustments to the readings without needing
to modify the LifeLine software. To convert the current reading to amps, use the
formula
Iconverted =

c−21
− 2.5) ∗ 20
( 0.635∗1236
+ Kcur
0.625

where c is the output from the LifeLine and Kcur is an empirically derived adjustment
value. The current value for Kcur is -0.79. The voltage conversion is very similar.
The conversion for LifeLine output to volts is

Vconverted =

v−21
( 0.625∗1236
− 2.34) ∗ 15100
+ Kvol
25.5

where v is the output from the LifeLine and Kvol is an empirically derived adjustment
value. The current value for Kvol is -17.67. The adjustment values are discussed in
more detail in Section 3.5.3. These equations are based on the the pyb.ADC.read()
function, voltage divider values on the LifeShoe, as well as the individuals sensors,
which are discussed more in Section 3.2.1.

2.3.3

Turbine Control GUI

The original turbine control GUI viewed the turbine controller as a serial device and
connected to it using Python’s serial library. It had a single “main” section was where
key objects and serial connections were initialized. The GUI elements, such as the
buttons and plotter object, were created in this section and functions were defined
throughout the program, making the code much harder to read.
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With the new turbine control GUI, code was reorganized into several sections and
clarified using comments. Functionality was reorganized based on the different sections.
The class definition section held the MyMainWindow class, which is sub-classed from
the Qt QMainWindow class and is responsible for displaying the GUI. The initialization
of various GUI elements was moved from the “main” section to within the MainWindow
subclass. There are several functions that generate major sections of the GUI such
as the plots, plot controls, and tower control sections. Below each of the major GUI
creation functions are supporting functions that add functionality to these GUI elements. The MainWindow subclass initialization function calls each section function so
that the GUI is automatically created and when the MainWindow object is initialized.
The “functions” section contains several standalone functions. Included in the functions section was a timer_says() function that is periodically called by Qt timer.
This function handles reading from the connection between the turbine controller as
well as the updating the plot with new information. There are several other stand
alone functions in this section that were created to support the new functionality of
the turbine control GUI.
The “main” section of the code was simplified to include only the initialization of
important objects. This greatly improved readability and modularized the GUI code,
making future additions to the GUI easier to implement as there is a designated
section and format for doing so. The organization of the new turbine control GUI is
visualized in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: Organization of the turbine control GUI.

The old and new organization of the tower controller MainWindow sub-class and
“main” section can be seen in Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6 respectively. While both
methods are suitable for creating a GUI and use essentially the same tools, these images highlight the changes in organization between the old and new turbine controller
GUI.
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(a) Original MainWindow subclass.

(b) Updated MainWindow subclass. The entirety of this sub-class
could not be fit in this image.

Figure 2.5: Comparing the previous and updated MainWindow sub-classes.
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(a) Original “main” section of the turbine controller. The entirety of this section could not be fit in this image.

(b) Updated “main” section of the turbine controller.

Figure 2.6: Comparing the “main” sections of the old and new tower
controllers.

The automated command functionality that was developed on the original GUI by
Luke Costello was updated for use with the new GUI. This feature was originally
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added as a code snippet that was run on startup of the GUI. It would search for a file
with a list of commands and, if found, execute them. There was no way to change
the file or disable the automatic command function once the program began. On the
new turbine GUI, it has been given a dedicated section with two buttons: a “Choose
File” button and a “Start/Stop” button. The “Choose File” button opens a window
where the user can browse their computer for a valid automated command file. A
valid automation file is a csv file that begins with a “#” character. All following
lines should be comma separated lines of length 3. The first section of the line is the
time, in seconds, that the command should activate. The second section of a valid
line should be a character that represents the desired control mode. The last section
should be a number that represents the set-point for the given control mode. When
the user clicks the “Start/Stop” button, the GUI will run through the file one line at
a time. Once the program reaches the corresponding time, the GUI will package the
control mode and set-point along with a checksum value and send it to the turbine
controller. To assist with using this program and its new features, a “Quick Start
Guide” was created and can be found in the “Software and Hardware” section of the
Wind Group Dropbox [11]. It can also be found in Appendix H.
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Figure 2.7: The redesigned turbine control GUI running on Ubuntu Linux.

2.3.4

Lifeline GUI

The Lifeline GUI reads from an XBee radio as a serial device and requires that the
radio is attached to the computer before running the program. The GUI includes
many of the same features as the updated turbine control GUI including a logger
and minimizable plots. Because of this the organization of the new Lifeline GUI is
organized in the same way as the turbine control GUI with the same three sections.
The Lifeline GUI also utilizes PyQt5 and has been successfully run on both Linux
based systems and Windows computers.
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Figure 2.8: The Lifeline GUI running on Ubuntu.

The advantage this GUI offers over the previous method of collecting Lifeline data
is that the GUI can receive and immediately process data for display. The Lifeline
GUI plots the acceleration information of the turbine as well as the power spectrum
and running average of the Y axis acceleration. These are values that are commonly
used in condition monitoring algorithms and immediately displaying this information
allows a user to have a better sense of the status of the turbine at a glance. The power
spectrum is calculated using numpy’s FFT library. The running average is calculated
by taking the root-mean-square of the last 250 values received. This number corresponds to 5 seconds of data, as the LifeLine collects data at 50 Hz. The bottom of
the GUI also features a display for supplementary information such as power output
of the turbine and rotor speed. The LifeLine GUI is also included in the quick start
guide in Appendix H.
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Figure 2.9: Organization of the LifeLine GUI.

2.3.5

Python Modules

As previously mentioned, both GUIs rely on the plotbox.py Python module written
by Dr. John Ridgely, which is a wrapper for pyqtgraph. This module features many
tools to not only create real-time scroll-able plots, but also real-time histograms and
static plots. The plots feature a control panel that display the most recent value and
allows the user change the color and line type of the plots. The only change made to
this module was to remove the color and line control buttons. This was done to fix a
visibility issue when multiple plots were displayed.

(a) Plot control panel with
line color and style control.

(b) Plot control panel when
too many plots are displayed
at once.

(c) Plot control panel with
line controls removed.

Figure 2.10: Comparison of plot control panels.
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To allow both GUIs to selectively start and stop data logging, the datawriter.py
Python module was created. This module contains a DataWriter class that has
several methods that automatically handle naming and writing to data files. It saves
data by creating a “data” folder. Inside the “data” folder, a subfolder named after the
date is created. Data is then saved to a text file named based on the time the data file
was created. There is also a writeData() function that receives lines to be written
to the data file. The writeData() function can be called at any time as it will just
ignore the data if there is not a designated data file being written to. In the case of the
two new GUIs, the writeData() function is called after the GUI recieves data from
the LifeLine or the turbine controller. The Python module includes a startStop()
function that determines if the writeData() function is actually storing data or not.
This function is called by the “Start/Stop” button of the logging sections of the GUIs.
The full DataWriter class can be see in Appendix E.

2.4

2.4.1

Testing and Performance

Readability

The GUIs were tested using both Windows and Linux machines. There were a few
differences in the way PyQt5 generated the GUI elements and adjusting the window
size caused elements to resize themselves, making the GUIs difficult to read. To
fix these issues, the window sizes were fixed and the option to adjust the size were
removed. The window size chosen was 950 pixels by 790 pixels. Running the program
on the turbine control computer verified that this size was readable and allowed access
to the various control options. The finished GUI can be seen in Figure 2.11. In both
examples, the plots are visible, as are the multiple control options.
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(a) Wind turbine control GUI running
on Pop! OS, a Linux based operating
system.

(b) Wind turbine control GUI running
on Windows 10.

Figure 2.11: Comparison of the wind turbine control GUI running on
different platforms.

2.4.2

Serial Communication

As with any form of communication between electronics, there is always the risk of
packet loss and data corruption. For applications involving data collection and control
of large machinery it is all the more important to ensure accurate communication.
A test bench consisting of a Nucleo-L476RG and a Shoe of Brian was used to verify
that serial communication was reliable. The test bench was connected directly to a
personal computer running Pop! OS with the new turbine control GUI. Tests involved
changing the set-point for all 3 control modes using the GUI, and verifying that the
turbine reflected these changes by looking at the GUI plots. This confirmed that the
GUI and controller were properly communicating with one another.
To test that the turbine controller would not fail even in the event of a faulty data
line, the terminal program “PuTTY” was used. Using this program, intentionally
faulty command lines were sent to the turbine controller and the status of the turbine
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controller was monitored. The turbine controller was able to properly identify and
ignore these lines without interrupting other functionality.

2.4.3

Additional Functions

To test the updated rotor speed functionality of the LifeLine software, an Arduino
Uno was set up to create pulses on pin 10 similar to what a Hall effect sensor would
output. Pin 10 was then attached to the Nucleo directly and the LifeLine GUI was
used to verify that the speed was being read properly. The other sensors were tested
with a 30V DC power supply. By varying the output of the DC power and making
note of the pyb.ADC output, a conversion rate for ADC output to volts was found.
This conversion rate, included in previously mentioned formulas, is
x − 21
1239
where x is the output of the pyb.ADC object. The Microsoft Excel sheet used to
calculate this function is shown in Figure 2.12.

Figure 2.12: The method in which the ADC to volts conversion was calculated.
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To test variable logging rate with the turbine controller, a Nucleo running with the
turbine software was connected directly to a PC running an updated turbine controller
GUI. This is the same set up as the real tower controller. Originally, the LifeLine
was to also have a variable logging rate. This feature was implemented in the same
way as the tower controller. When running the LifeLine, several issues arose. Due
to the LifeLine using a radio to communicate, the LifeLine would occasionally miss
the logging command. To fix this, the logging command was periodically sent to the
LifeLine from the control computer. This repeated message increased the chance of
a faulty line of data crashing the LifeLine. Changing the logging rate also affects
aspects of the LifeLine GUI. The RMS plot and Power spectrum plot would need to
be calculated based on the new logging speed rather than the previous logging speed.
This requires the LifeLine to reliably inform the GUI of the new sampling frequency.
The complexity of these changes coupled with the fact that there is very little current
use for a variable sampling rate on the LifeLine prompted the decision to remove this
feature for the time being.

2.4.4

Speed of the GUIs

Running the LifeLine GUI on the RasPi revealed that the logging functionality was
heavily affected by the computer’s central processing unit (CPU) speed. The GUIs
are set up so that the plots are updated every time a new data line comes in. For
the turbine control system, this is not a problem due to the low report rate of the
system (default value of 5hz). However, because the LifeLine is reporting at 50 hz the
processing power required to use the LifeLine GUI is much higher. On lower-power
systems such as the RasPi, this can lead to a degradation of the rate at which the
GUI receives and stores data. This can lead to the GUI missing hundreds of lines of
data. Figure 2.13 shows an example of such a degradation. This is a screenshot of
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a section of a data file taken using the LifeLine GUI running on the turbine RasPi.
In this case, the GUI is reading from the LifeLine so slowly that the LifeLine has
reached data line 422 of the next data set by the time the GUI finished processing
and displaying data line 548 of the previous data set, losing 897 lines of data.

Figure 2.13: Example of logging issue with low power CPU’s.

To fix this issue, a LifeLine GUI was built specifically for lower power hardware. In
the “Low-Power” version of the GUI, the plot update functions were moved to a
second timer function. This timer is called every 500 milliseconds, giving the GUI a
plot refresh rate of 2 Hz. The data reading functionality was left unchanged. The
new “Low-Power” LifeLine GUI and the un-modified GUI were run on a personal
computer, which used an Intel Core i7-7700HQ CPU, and the turbine RasPi. Each
GUI logged data for 5 minutes, with the exception of the low power GUI running
on the personal computer which was run for 2 minutes, and the collected data files
were analyzed. The RasPi and personal computer were positioned 70 ft away from
the LifeLine and communicating through the XBee radio.
Table 2.1: Results of LifeLine GUIs running on different systems.
Testing Device
Personal Computer
Personal Computer
RasPi
RasPi

GUI Type
Regular
Low-Power
Regular
Low-Power

# of Data Lines
16832
5880
1570
12480
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Bad Lines
2
2
28
2

Lost Data Points
9
8
11759
9

The results of these tests are shown in Table 2.1. “Bad Lines” are data lines that
have been scrambled by the radio communication. “Lost Data Points” are calculated
by finding the difference between index values of the LifeLine data lines. From the
results shown in Table 2.1 it is clear that while the standard LifeLine GUI negatively
impacts data logging in lower power hardware, the “Low-Power” version of the GUI is
adequate for preserving data logging functionality. For reference, when using minicom
on the RasPi, a program that has no GUI, to log data, a 10 minute test yielded 713
lost data lines and 21 bad lines out of 32138 data lines.

2.5

Secondary Scripts

To assist with development and testing of the various systems turbine several scripts
were developed. Most of these were very quickly written for a specific reason and
are not well documented enough or adaptable enough to be included in this thesis.
One script, the exhaustive_search.py file, can be used by future researches to parse
through the large amounts of data collected by the Cal Poly WPRC. This file, which
has been included in Appendix F, can also be found in the Misc. folder of the GitHub.
A second script that may prove to be useful in the future was the logging_test.py
script. It takes a data file generated by the LifeLine GUI and parses through every
line, making note of faulty and missing lines of data. It can be used to verify that the
LifeLine is sending good data and could be re-purposed for automatic data processing
in the future. It can be found in the Misc. folder of the GitHub.
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2.6

2.6.1

Documentation

Turbine Controller Software

The code running on the turbine controller is made up of two micropython scripts.
These scripts and their functions are listed in Table 2.2. Documentation on these
files have been created using Doxygen and can be found in the Wind Dropbox folder
under the “Software and Hardware” section [11]. The source code can be found on
the GitHub repository under the “Controller” folder [12].
Table 2.2: List of files that make up the turbine controller.
File
main.py

pulse_timing.py

2.6.2

Function
Receives the control commands from the
GUI and calculates the duty cycle required
to maintain the set-point.
Reads the wind speed and rotor speed sensors and converts these signals to a number
value.

LifeLine Software

The LifeLine Software is made up of 4 micropython scripts. These scripts are listed
and described in Table 2.3. Doxygen-generated documentation on these files can be
found in the Wind Group Dropbox [11] and the source code can be found on the
GitHub [12].
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Table 2.3: List of files that make up the LifeLine system.
File
accel_readings.py

main_rotor.py
main.py
mma845x.py

2.6.3

Function
Calls the read functions of various sensors
at a set rate and packages the data to be
sent through the Xbee.
Handles the functions that allow the LifeLine to read rotor speed.
Initializes all the relevant components and
sends condition data to the LifeLine GUI.
Driver for the MMA8451 and MMA8452
accelerometers.

LifeLine and Turbine GUI

The software used to control the wind turbine has undergone many changes throughout the course of this project. In addition to this thesis, several other documents were
created to help future users and developers. These documents include a user manual,
which can be seen in Appendix H, and documentation on the code itself generated
by Doxygen. These files can be found in the Wind Dropbox under the “Software and
Hardware” section. The source code can be found on the GitHub repository under
the “GUI” folder [12].
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Chapter 3
HARDWARE CHANGES

3.1

Initial Hardware

As previously mentioned, the LifeLine system was initially comprised of a NucleoL476G attached to a custom circuit board called the Shoe of Brian. It utilizes a
MMA8452Q accelerometer on a Sparkfun breakout board. The accelerometer is running in 2g mode using 8-bit results and communicates with the microcontroller using
I2C. This means that the output from the accelerometer must be divided by a factor
of 16384 to get a measurement in units of g’s. The accelerometer has a Zero-g level
offset accuracy of ± 17 mg. For more details on the accelerometer used, please reference the datasheet which has been saved to the “Software and Hardware” section
of the Wind Group Dropbox [11]. The LifeLine also includes a XBee-PRO 900 RF
module with an associated breakout board. It is seen by the LifeLine as an universal
asynchronous receiver-transmitter (UART) device. Both boards were connected to
the Shoe of Brian screw terminals with wires. The system received 12V power and
rotor speed information through a connection to the central junction box of the nacelle. This connection ran through a small proto-board that regulated these signals
to an acceptable level that the Nucleo-L476G could handle. It is unclear the exact
components on this proto-board. The LifeLine was originally assembled quickly to
provide information on the turbine status over text messages and so its original design
was not well suited for long term condition monitoring.
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Figure 3.1: The internals of the initial Lifeline system.

Within the nacelle of the turbine is a power transducer board that measures current
and voltage output of the turbine. This board was designed and built by Dr. John
Ridgely. This board uses 5V current sensors, one in series to a high power resistor,
to report current and voltage values of the generator. Both these sensors are Hall
effect sensors, meaning they are electrically isolated from the generator, which helps
protects receiving circuit. Refer to Appendix A for the schematic of this board. This
power transducer was installed in the nacelle but was not attached to a data collection
system in any way. There are two cables that extend from the box that carry the
sensor outputs. Both cables terminate in 90 degree elbow Nano M8 connectors. These
connectors are shown in Figure 3.2.
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(a) 90 Degree Elbow Nano M8 connector
with external threads from McMasterCarr
[13].

(b) 90 Degree Elbow Nano M8 connector
with internal threads from McMasterCarr
[14].

Figure 3.2: The connectors used by the power transducer box.

Figure 3.3: Power transducer board monitoring the output of the generator.

3.2

Sensors

To further improve the LifeLine, additional sensors were added. These sensors included a generator voltage, generator current, wind speed, and a reworked rotor
speed sensor.
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3.2.1

Power Sensors

In order to introduce generator voltage and current values to the LifeLine, the LifeLine
system was modified to interface with the Ridgely power board. This board is installed
with the high and low line of the DC output of the generator attached to the receiving
screw terminals on the board. The board features two current sensors. One sensor, a
HMS 20-P, is configured so that the low DC line runs through it. This sensor has a
reference voltage of 2.5V and a sensitivity of

0.625V olts
.
20Amps

The second current sensor, a

Honeywell CSLW6B40M, is installed between the high and low DC line, in series with
a 15.1 kohm resistor. This sensor reports the current passing through the resistor and
has a sensitivity of

22.4V olts
1Amps

and a rated reference voltage of 2.5V. From testing the

system with a multimeter, the reference voltage is closer to 2.34V. Combined with the
resistor value, this allows the voltage difference between the high and low DC lines to
be calculated. These values are factored into the calculations to derive voltage and
current from the power transducer as discussed in Section 2.3.2. For more information
about these sensors, please reference their data sheets, which have been saved to the
Wind Group Dropbox under the “Software and Hardware” folder [11].
As previously described, the power transducer has two output lines that terminate in
Nano M8 Connectors. One corresponds to voltage output of the generator, and uses
external threads, while the other corresponds to current output, which uses internal
threads. These connectors also feature a 5 volt supply line that power the sensors on
the power board. The power board schematic can be viewed in Appendix A.

3.2.2

Rotor Speed Sensor

The LifeLine originally used the turbine control system’s sensor to gather rotor speed
data. This sensor involved a large 60 tooth gear and a Hall effect sensor. The gear
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is affixed to the rotor shaft of the turbine while the sensor is fixed to the frame. The
sensor is directly connected to the central terminal box of the turbine nacelle, and
from there the signal was transmitted to the LifeLine. At the start of this project,
this sensor was not properly reporting data to the LifeLine for unknown reasons. To
fix this reading, make the Lifeline a more discrete system, and lower the cost of the
LifeLine, this component was redesigned.
The goal of the new rotor speed sensor should be to minimize cost and maximize
adaptability. The redesigned component is comprised of two new parts, a mounting
bracket and shaft collar. The rotor speed sensor is a generic, 3.3V Hall effect sensor
secured in a hollowed out F-61 jack with epoxy. The other end features the same
internally threaded connector as the power transducer box. Rather than connect to
the central terminal, the new sensor connects directly to the Lifeline. Instead of a
60 tooth gear, a nylon two-piece shaft collar is used. This shaft collar was chosen
because it is corrosion resistant and not magnetic, essential for this use case. Using
a two piece shaft collar simplifies the installation process as these devices come in
many different sizes and can be fit onto a shaft without needing to dissemble the
supporting structure. Attached to the collar are two 4mm diameter, 20mm length
AlNiCo magnets. These magnets were chosen due to their corrosion resistance and
are attached by epoxying the magnets within two 4mm clearance holes on opposite
ends of the shaft collar.
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Figure 3.4: Shaft collar to be used with the rotor speed sensor.

The mounting bracket allows the rotor speed sensor to be attached to the frame in
a manner that requires no modifications to the supporting structure of the nacelle.
It involves a sheet metal part made from 304 stainless steel, which was chosen for
its corrosion resistance and low magnetic interference. The bracket is designed to
be attached using two hose clamps around both ends. A SolidWorks model of the
mounting bracket can be seen in Figure 3.5. This mounting bracket was manufactured
using the Cal Poly water jet. It features a

3
8

inch clearance hole to house the sensor.

During the design process of this part, 3D printed parts were considered because of
their low cost and ease of manufacturing. However, the environmental conditions
present in the nacelle of a wind turbine were deemed too harsh for the materials
available to 3D print.
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Figure 3.5: SolidWorks model of sensor mount.

Figure 3.6 shows the intended implementation of the mounting bracket and shaft
collar. The shaft collar is situated just in front of the main bearing while the mounting
bracket is attached to the supporting structure underneath. The speed sensor is then
fit through the hole and secured using two aluminum nuts to minimize magnetic
interference.
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Figure 3.6: Intended implementation of the shaft collar (shown in purple)
and mounting bracket (shown in gray).

This configuration allows the rotor speed sensor to be installed in a non-invasive manner. The parts used in this redesign are affordable and can be quickly manufactured
for a variety of different systems. Because the sensor itself is a component of the
Lifeline rather than the turbine, the Lifeline is no longer dependent on the turbine
for rotor speed data. The bill of materials (BOM) is listed in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: BOM for the rotor speed sensor system.
Part
Nylon Shaft Collar
AlNiCo Magnet
Sensor
Sheet Metal
Hose Clamps (4 pcs.)
2 Part Epoxy
Total

Qty.
1
2
1
1
1
1

Price
30.49
2.79
N/A
11.08
6.99
8.13

Total
30.49
5.58
N/A
11.08
6.99
8.13
62.27

Vendor
McMasterCarr
Digikey
Dr. John Ridgely
McMasterCarr
Amazon
Amazon

Vendor Part Number
60485K77
HE514-ND
N/A
1421T196
FBBLKHCLP6P5
4200101

Figure 3.7: The shaft collar installed on the main rotor shaft of the turbine
(circled in red). Visible are the hose clamps securing the mounting bracket
(circled in blue).

3.3

LifeShoe

Part of this project includes redesigning the Shoe of Brian. The goal of this new
shoe, dubbed “LifeShoe”, is to simplify the organization within the LifeLine box,
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improve present features, and allow for new sensors and future upgrades. Rather
than have separate breakout boards for the accelerometer and radio, these will be
directly integrated into the LifeShoe. Similarly, the protoboard that houses electrical
hardware to handle the 12 volt power supply is now integrated into the PCB in
the form of a voltage regulator and Schottky diode. The voltage regulator used
on the LifeShoe is a LDFMPT-TR. It is an adjustable voltage regulator and has
been configured to output 8.8V. To allow for new sensors and future upgrades, the
LifeShoe now features dedicated 5 volts, 3.3 volts, and ground screw terminals. The
LifeShoe is 2.80 inches by 3.67 inches, about twice the size of previous versions of
the Shoe of Brian. This allows these features to be easily accessible even when the
Shoe is attached to the Nucleo. The mini USB B port, which was previously hidden
underneath the Nucleo, has also been moved to make it more accessible. The LifeShoe
features several holes for mounting and for standoffs that support the accelerometer
to minimize unwanted vibrations.

Figure 3.8: A render of the LifeShoe PCB using its Gerber files.
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There is also a screw terminal that allows access to pins PA2 to PA7 of the micro
controller for measuring analog signals. This is referred to as “Port A”. The PA2-PA5
terminals feature 16hz low pass filters using 1k ohm resistor and 10 uF capacitors.
Terminals PA6 and PA7 feature 0.625 voltage dividers using 600 ohm and 1k ohm
resistors. These terminals are meant to interface with the power transducer. The
power transducer utilizes 5 volt sensors and so the signals must be reduced to levels
that are readable by the Nucleo. While the PA7 and PA6 terminals are 5 volt tolerant,
the ADC read function can only read up to 3.3 volts. The schematic of “Port A” can
be seen in Figure 3.9.

Figure 3.9: Schematic of Port A on the LifeShoe.
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Another screw terminal connects to pins PC4 to PC9 of the microcontroller and is
referred to as “Port C”. It is meant to handle digital signals. These pins provide
access to all Timer 3 channels as well as USART3 TX and RX. Pins PC4 and PC5 do
not feature any passive elements and correspond to USART3 TX and USART3 RX
functionality respectively. PC6 features a MOSFET and Zener diode as well as two
10k ohm resistors. This allows the Lifeline to handle 12 volt digital signals, such as
the previous rotor speed sensor. It is important to note that the TDZVTR16 Zener
diode is improperly configured. It should be connected to ground in a reverse biased
configuration. This should be fixed before using the 12V rotor speed sensor; however,
because the 12V rotor speed sensor is not working with the LifeLine, the current
configuration will not affect LifeLine functionality. The other input lines feature 29
Hz low pass filters and 0.25 voltage dividers. These passive components all use the
0805 package and can be reconfigured if the need ever arises. The “Port C” schematic
can be seen in Figure 3.10.

Figure 3.10: Schematic of Port C of the LifeShoe. The Zener diode is
improperly configured.
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Figure 3.11: The manufactured LifeShoe with attached Nucleo, XBee, and
Accelerometer.

The manufactured LifeShoe can be seen in Figure 3.11. Comparing this configuration
to the previous LifeLine as shown in Figure 3.1, one can see a clear improvement in
organization. The LifeShoe PCB was manufactured by JLCPCB and the components
were soldered by hand. The full list of materials used in LifeShoe can be found in Table
3.2. While the cost to manufacture a single LifeShoe is relatively high, the individual
cost of each LifeShoe would be much lower if mass produced. The schematic of the
LifeShoe can be found in Appendix D.
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Table 3.2: BOM for the LifeShoe.
Part
2x19 Header
1x8 Screw Terminal
1x4 Screw Terminal
1X6 Screw Terminal
1x2 Screw Terminal
1x6 Pin Header (Female)
USB B Connector
Voltage Regulator
1x6 Pin Header (Male)
Zenner Diode
MOSFET
Ferrite Bead
560 ohm Resistor
1k ohm Resistor
600 ohm Resistor
10k ohm Resistor
3.3k ohm Resistor
1.91k ohm Resistor
47 uF Capacitor
10 uF Capcitor
2.2 uF Capacitor
XBee Socket
Schottky Diode
Hex standoff
PCB
Total

3.4

Qty.
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
8
3
6
3
2
1
6
4
2
1
2
1

Price
2.66
6.29
1.38
1.77
0.91
0.52
1.58
1.29
0.27
0.44
0.18
0.07
0.10
0.10
0.29
0.07
0.07
0.57
0.24
0.08
0.08
1.00
0.43
0.86
2.00

Total
5.32
6.29
1.38
3.54
0.91
0.52
1.58
1.29
0.27
0.44
0.18
0.14
0.20
0.80
0.87
0.42
0.21
1.14
0.24
0.48
0.32
2.00
0.43
1.72
2.00
32.69

Vendor
Mouser
Digikey
Digikey
Digikey
Digikey
Digikey
Digikey
Digikey
Digikey
Digikey
Digikey
Digikey
Digikey
Digikey
Mouser
Digikey
Digikey
Digikey
Digikey
Digikey
Digikey
Sparkfun
Mouser
McMasterCarr
JCLPCB

Vendor Part Number
517-929975-01-19-RK
1725711
OSTVN04A150
OSTVN06A150
OSTVN02A150
PPTC061LFBN-RC
1734753-1
LDFMPT-TR
68000-406HLF
TDZVTR16
2N7002-7-F
MH2029-300Y
RC0805FR-07560RL
RNCP0805FTD1K00
CRCW0805600RFKEAHP
RNCP0805FTD10K0
CRGCQ0805F3K3
CRCW08051K91FKEA
CL21A476MQYNNNG
CL21A106KOQNNNG
CL21B225KPFNNNE
PRT-08272
MBRS1540T3G
91780A532
N/A

Enclosure and Ports

The Lifeline resides in an aluminum, corrosion resistant box. Originally, signals and
power were transferred to the components inside the box through drilled holes which
were sealed with hot glue and duct tape. This made the Lifeline more susceptible to
harsh weather conditions and less modular. Removing the LifeLife required that the
various sensors be removed from the nacelle as well. To rectify this, the new LifeLine
features weather resistant connectors. These connectors are Nano M8 Connectors
purchased from McMasterCarr.
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(a) Nano M8 receptacle with external
threads [15].

(b) Nano M8 receptacle with internal
threads [16].

Figure 3.12: Weather resistant connectors to be used on the LifeLine.
Photos courtesy of the McMasterCarr website.

There are a total of four receptacles installed on the LifeLine box. These can be seen
in Figure 3.13, where they are labeled 1 to 4. They are installed by drilling 9mm
holes and securing the receptacles with the included nut. Receptacle 1 carries the
current output signal. Receptacle 2 interfaces with the updated rotor speed sensor.
Receptacle 3 carries the 12V lines, a 12V rotor speed line, and two ground lines.
Receptacle 4 carries the voltage output and a 5V line to power both the current sensor
and voltage sensor. Both the rotor speed sensor and power cable have been outfitted
with compatible connectors. These configurations are detailed in Figure 3.14. The
LifeLine box still includes a hole without a connector for the XBee antenna. This
was made using a

5
16

inch drill. On the bottom of the enclosure are four counter-sunk

holes created using a 1/8 inch drill. These are for the screws that secure the LifeShoe
to the enclosure. The rotor speed sensor and power cable were outfitted with the
same 90 Degree Elbow Connectors as the power transducer box. The BOM for the
enclosure and supporting hardware are listed in Table 3.3. A drawing of the enclosure
can be seen in Appendix J.
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Figure 3.13: The finished LifeLine enclosure with installed receptacles.

(a) Receptacle 1

(b) Receptacle 2

(c) Receptacle 3

(d) Receptacle 4

Figure 3.14: Receptacle configurations as viewed from outside the enclosure.
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Table 3.3: BOM for the LifeLine enclosure.
Part
Nano M8 Receptacle (External Threads)
Nano M8 Receptacle (Internal Threads)
Nano M8 Connector (External Thread)
Nano M8 Connecter (Internal Thread)
Aluminum Corrosion-Resistant Enclosure
Phillips Flat Head Screw (Pack of 100)
Total

3.5

Qty.
2
2
1
1
1
1

Price
12.38
14.90
30.50
28.76
93.14
4.56

Total
24.76
29.80
30.50
28.76
93.14
4.56
211.55

Vendor
McMasterCarr
McMasterCarr
McMasterCarr
McMasterCarr
McMasterCarr
McMasterCarr

Testing and Results

Figure 3.15: Assembled LifeLine system.
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Vendor Part Number
7138K25
7138K28
6889K62
6889K64
75895K14
91771A108

Figure 3.16: Updated simplified system diagram given the hardware
changes of this project.

3.5.1

LifeShoe

To test the LifeShoe, a variable voltage DC power supply was used. By attaching the
DC supply to the power terminal of the LifeShoe and using a multi-meter, the voltage
regulator was verified as running properly. By attaching the LifeShoe to the Nucleo,
and connecting the device to a computer with a USB cable, the USB functionality
was confirmed to be working. Running the LifeLine with the updated LifeLine GUI
showed that the radio and accelerometer were compatible with the new LifeShoe.
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3.5.2

Enclosure Ports

The enclosure ports were first tested with a multi-meter to ensure that the connections
were correct. The ports were then attached to the appropriate lines in the nacelle and
the system was powered on. The LifeLine GUI showed that all ports were properly
transmitting data.
Further testing involved installing the LifeLine in the turbine nacelle and visually
inspecting that the connectors did not interfere with with other components of the
system. The LifeLine was then left in this configuration while other tests were run.
The LifeLine was left in this configuration for about 2.5 hours. At no point during
these tests did the LifeLine lose connection with the LifeLine GUI or stop outputting
data.

Figure 3.17: The re-designed LifeLine installed in the nacelle of the turbine. The duct was for testing purposes and is not a normal part of the
system.
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3.5.3

Power Sensors

To test the power sensors, the LifeLine GUI was run on a personal computer while the
LifeLine was installed in the turbine nacelle. The rotor was stopped, spun for several
seconds by hand, stopped for several seconds, spun by hand, and stopped again. The
data recorded by the GUI was then compared to measurements recorded by a Squirrel
2020 series data logger that was also monitoring the system. This data logger reports
data at a rate of 1 hz, while the LifeLine reports data at 50 hz. To account for this,
every 50 data lines of LifeLine data were averaged and two plots were created, one for
measured generator voltage and one for measured generator current. These plots are
shown in Figure 3.18 and Figure 3.19. For more information on the data collection
system used by the Cal Poly wind turbine, please reference John Cunningham’s thesis
report, “Field Testing the Effects of Low Reynolds Number on the Power Performance
of the Cal Poly Wind Power Research Center Small Wind Turbine” [17].
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(a) Plot of current levels as recorded by the Squirrel logger.

(b) Plot of current levels as recorded by the LifeLine

Figure 3.18: Comparison of LifeLine current reading to the Squirrel data
logger.
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(a) Plot of voltage levels as recorded by the Squirrel logger.

(b) Plot of voltage levels as recorded by the LifeLine.

Figure 3.19: Comparison of LifeLine voltage reading to the Squirrel data
logger.

From the plots, it is clear that the LifeLine and attached power transducer board is
capable of reading the current and voltage output of the generator. However, these
values, which are calculated using the un-adjusted formulas described in Section 2.3.2,
meaning the K values are not applied. To find the K values, the average values of
Section 1 for all data sets were calculated. The difference between Squirrel data and
LifeLine data averages were used as the K values. The averages of Peak 2 were used
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to verify that the sensitivities of the different systems were comparable. The averages
of the Peaks showed that the systems differed by 3 milliamperes and 2 volts. This is
a 1 and 3 percent error for current and voltage respectively when compared to the
Squirrel data. The shift along the X axis is due to the two systems logging at slightly
different times.

(a) Adjusted current values.

(b) Adjusted voltage values.

Figure 3.20: Ajusted sensor values. Squirrel data is shown in orange while
LifeLine data is shown in blue.

3.5.4

Rotor Speed Sensor

To test the rotor speed sensor, the LifeLine was installed into the wind turbine and the
system was ran with the wind. Similar to the power sensors test, both the LifeLine
and the Squirrel were logging and the data was compared. The wind turbine was
run at rotor speed set-points of 60 rpm, 120 rpm, 160 rpm, 210 rpm, and 120 rpm a
second time.
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(a) Rotor speed as reported by the LifeLine (b) Rotor speed as reported by the Squirrel
Data Logger

Figure 3.21: Comparison of rotor speed measurements made by the LifeLine and the Squirrel data logger.

From these plots, it is clear that the rotor speed sensor of the LifeLine is able to
provide information on the status of the wind turbine; however, the rotor speed measurement alternates between 10% above and 10% below rotor speed value measured
by the Squirrel. This alternation seems to vary in frequency. This may be caused by
uneven spacing of the magnets around the diameter of the shaft. The error in rotor
speed measurement due to an error in magnet placement with a two magnet shaft
collar can be calculated using the following formula:



εspeed


100
=
− 1 × 100
100 − εangle

where εspeed is the percent error of the reported LifeLine rotor speed and εangle is
the percent error of magnet placement. In this case, 1 percent magnet error would
correspond to the two magnets being π ∗ 0.99 radians apart from one another. Based
on this formula, to get a rotor speed error of 5 percent the magnets should be a
distance of π ± 4.76% radians apart from on another. Switching to a single magnet
system would remove magnet spacing error, but increase the minimum rotor speed
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requirement. Regardless, further testing should be done to fully diagnose this issue.
Despite this issue, Luke Costello’s imbalance detection algorithm was able to utilize
this information without reporting any false positives.

3.6

3.6.1

Important Files

LifeLine CAD

In addition to the BOM’s that describe the list the parts that make up the LifeLine,
a CAD model was developed in SolidWorks showing the main LifeLine system. This
model can be found in the LifeLine folder under the CAD section of the Wind Group
Dropbox. It is important to note that the CAD model for the corrosion resistant
enclosure purchased from McMasterCarr has some errors. The wall thickness of the
model of the enclosure provided by McMasterCarr is almost a

1
10

of an inch thicker

than the actual unit. The model was modified to more accurately reflect the received
unit’s dimensions.

Figure 3.22: Image of the CAD model of the LifeLine
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3.6.2

EAGLE Files

The LifeLine and turbine control system now feature several custom made PCB’s:
the LifeShoe, the turbine controller shoe, and the power transducer. To ensure that
these components can be utilized and developed in the future, the EAGLE files have
been saved to the “Software and Hardware” section of the Dropbox [11] as well as
Appendices D, B, and A.

3.6.3

Hardware Components

The LifeLine system is comprised of many hardware components. A document has
been compiled that lists several key components and their associated data sheets. It
also briefly explains their function. It can be found in Appendix C as well as the
“Software and Hardware” section of the Dropbox [11].
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Chapter 4
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE STEPS

4.1

Conclusion

The works accomplished in this project provides valuable resources for condition
monitoring and future research. The turbine control GUI now features additional
functions in the form of toggle-able logging, automatic file name generation, improved data plots, and an improved control scheme. The LifeLine also has its own
associated GUI that allows for real-time monitoring of the LifeLine system as well as
improved data logging functionality. These new GUIs make control and monitoring
of the turbine system more user friendly and bring quality of life upgrades that future
researches will find helpful. A redesigned PCB and improved connectors make the
LifeLine more modular and sets the foundation for future upgrades. The addition
of generator voltage and current as well as a new rotor speed sensor on the LifeLine
opens up the possibility for research into a wider variety of condition monitoring
algorithms.

4.2

Future Steps

This system is not perfect and there are still avenues of improvement. The small error
on Port C of the LifeShoe should be fixed before being used with 12V signals. The
power transducer could be further integrated into LifeLine, either by incorporating
the power transducer board into the LifeLine itself, or by miniaturizing the board so
that it can be installed in a similar manner as the rotor speed sensor. The enclosure
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used to house the LifeLine internals, and the weather proof connectors, were chosen
because they have proven to be sufficient in protecting the system in the past; however,
they are quite expensive. Finding lower-cost alternatives would be ideal.
Another area of improvement for the LifeLine is the manner in which it communicates.
The radio receiver for the LifeLine is subject to data loss. While the lost data points
are relatively few, in a research setting, every bit of data is helpful. The installation
of a radome to the base of the tower and an extension to the antenna of the XBee
receiver would likely improve the reliability of the communication between the control
computer and the LifeLine. Adding a cellular communications module back into the
system for remote alerts is also a possible future upgrade.
The rotor speed sensor experiences about a 10% error in rotor speed readings, centered
about the value as measured by the Squirrel Data logger. It is highly recommended
that further testing on the rotor speed sensor be conducted on a bench top setup
where the shaft collar can be rotated as a constant, measured speed. The way in
which the rotor speed sensor is read could also be improved. An ideal method would
take advantage of the high update rate at higher speeds while still updating at a
reasonable rate at lower speeds. A combination of the current read method and a
method that reads every time the sensor is triggered would allow the sensor to report
at a higher average rate than it does now.
The “Low-Power” version of the LifeLine GUI is functional and preserves data logging;
however, this version of the GUI negatively impacts the user’s ability to discern the
status of the system at a glance. Something that would benefit this program is the
addition of multiprocessing functionality. Many modern day computers feature two,
four, and sometimes even eight processor cores on their CPU’s. The Raspi even has
4 cores. Multiprocessing would divide the workload between these different cores,
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potentially allowing the GUI to data log reliably while preserving readability. The
GUIs could be further optimized by pausing plot updates for the plots that are hidden.
Throughout this project, one challenge that was prevalent was a logistical one. Visiting the testing site required at least two people for safety reasons. Due to a global
pandemic, and because testing was reliant on weather and peoples’ schedules, collecting adequate data sets could be delayed by a significant amount of time. Developing
a remote system that would allow researchers to run the turbine and collect data
safely would greatly benefit future users of the Cal Poly wind turbine.
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A

Power Transducer Schematic
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B

Turbine Controller Shoe
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E

Data Writer Class

# # @file DataWrite . py
# This module contains a class that handles writing to a file given
# a serial object that streams data .

import datetime
import serial
import os

class DataWriter :
’’’ This object will keep track of what file is currently being
written
to . It will include functions to write to that file and to open
or close it .
Currently handles the Lifeline data stream ’’’

def __init__ ( self , dev_name ) :
’’’ Initialize the DataWriter object .
@param ser_port The serial port of the device outputting
data .
@param dev_name The name of the data streaming device . Used
to name
the data file .
’’’

# # Holds the location of the file object
self . data_file = None

# # Flag to denote if the file is being written to
self . writting_flag = False
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# # Device name to be used in file naming
self . dev_name = dev_name

def startStop ( self ) :
’’’ This method runs whenever the data collection is toggled .
If the data
collection is running , it will close the file and stop
writting . If
data collection is not running when it is called , it will
generate
a file and begin writting to it .
’’’
if self . writting_flag :
# Close the file
self . data_file . close ()

# clear the file name
self . data_file = None

# set the flag to indicate writting to the file has
stopped
self . writting_flag = False

elif not self . writting_flag :
# generate a file name based on the current date and
time .
# Open the file to write WTC data to

filepath = ’ ./ data / ’ \
+ datetime . datetime . now () . strftime ( ’%Y - %m - % d / ’)

try :
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os . makedirs ( filepath )
except FileExistsError :
pass

filename = self . dev_name + ’_ ’

\

+ datetime . datetime . now () . strftime ( ’%H - %M - % S . txt ’)

data_filename = filepath + filename

# create file objects using the file name
self . data_file = open ( data_filename , ’a ’)
# write the header to the files
self . data_file . write ( " # " )
self . data_file . write ( ’\ n ’)

# set the flag to indicate the system is writting to a
file
self . writting_flag = True

def writeData ( self , line ) :
’’’ This method will be called to write to the data object .
It will check
to make sure that the data file has been initialized . In
this method
the LifeLine data takes priority and pulls from the tower
control to
get secondary information . This method should do nothing if
there is
no file specified .
@param line A line of data to be written to the data file
’’’
# method should do nothing if file is not created
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if self . data_file = = None :
return

self . data_file . write ( line )

# elapse = timeit . default_timer () - tim
# print ( str ( elapse ) + ’ seconds ( s ) elapse : LIFE ’+ b_line [ 0 ])

def close ( self ) :
’’’ Closes the file being written to . Does nothing if there
is not a
file specified . Will clear file variable .
’’’
if self . data_file :
self . data_file . close ()
self . data_file = None

def isWriting ( self ) :
’’’ Checks to see if the object is currently writting data .
@return @c True if writting is occuring @c False otherwise
’’’
return self . writting_flag
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F

Exhaustive Search Script

’’’
@file exhaus tive_ search . py
This module is originally mean to comb through a root directory and
find all . csv files in all subdirectories . The . csv files can then
be read , and a specific value found . Once that value is found , the
script returns the value and prints the file in which it was found .
Can be repurposed to search for different file types and perform
functions more complicated than simply finding a max value . For
example , this script can be changed to get an average value or fft
or Cp - lambda curve of every data set available in a specific folder .

@author Ryan Zhan
’’’

import os
import csv

# # The root folder in which the repeated process should be executed
root_folder = " \\ home \\ ryan \\ Dropbox \\ WIND \\ 2 . DATA \\ "

# # File type the script should consider
file_type = ’. csv ’

# # Variable to store the specified value of interest
largest = 0

# # Variable that stores the file in which the value of interest was
found
filename = " "
# Go through the root folder
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for root , dirs , files in os . walk ( root_folder ) :
for data_file in files :

# Only care about csv files that arent from the tower
controller
# Edit this line to fit the user ’s needs
if data_file . endswith ( file_type ) and not ( data_file .
startswith ( ’ WTC ’) or
data_file . startswith ( ’ wtc ’
)):

# Give the user some indication of which file is
currently being looked
at
# Its also nice to have a log of files that have been
looked through
print ( root + ’ \\ ’ + str ( data_file ) )

# Open the file and read through it
with open ( root + ’ \\ ’+ str ( data_file ) , mode = ’ rU ’) as
winddata :
csvFile = csv . reader ( winddata )

# Look through each line in the file
for lines in csvFile :

# The following lines are very function specific
and can /
should
# be changed to accomplish some other repetitive
tasks
try :
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current = float ( lines [ 5 ] )
except ValueError :
pass
except IndexError :
pass
else :
if current > largest :
# Save the largest value and the file in
which
it
was
found
largest = current
filename = root + ’ \\ ’+ str ( data_file )

# Let the user know about the value of interest and the file in
which it was found
print ( " Max current : " + str ( largest ) )
print ( " Found in : " + filename )
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Summary of Key Hardware

This document lists the different hardware components that make up the lifeline and turbine controller
and offers a quick way to find the documentation for each part.

Lifeline:
The LifeLine uses a Nucleo-L476RG reading from a MMA8452Q accelerometer. It also features a
LifeShoe.
Nucleo-L476RG:
Data Brief: https://www.st.com/resource/en/data_brief/nucleo-l476rg.pdf
User Manual:
https://www.st.com/resource/en/user_manual/dm00105823-stm32-nucleo64-boards-mb1136stmicroelectronics.pdf
The Nucleo-L476RG board uses a STM23LQFP64 microprocessor:
Datasheet: https://www.st.com/resource/en/datasheet/stm32l476rg.pdf
Current pin setup:
-

PC4: rotor speed sensor
PC6: 12v rotor speed sensor
PA4: current sensor vref
PA6: generator current sensor
PA7: generator voltage sensor

Xbee:
The LifeLine uses an XBee09 to communicate with the control computer. It connects to the
Nucleo-L476RG as a UART device.
User Manual: https://www.digi.com/resources/documentation/digidocs/pdfs/90002173.pdf
MMA8452Q Accelerometer:
Datasheet: https://www.nxp.com/docs/en/data-sheet/MMA8452Q.pdf

Turbine Controller:
The turbine controller utilizes a Nucleo-L476RG with a custom Shoe of Brian.
Nucleo-L476RG:
Current pin setup:
-

PA0 test timer generates pulses on this line
PA5 pwm pin that controls the generator output
PB6 wind speed reading
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-

PB7 rotor speed reading

Power Transducer:
The power transducer captures and reports the output of the wind turbine generator. It is a custom
made PCB designed by Dr. John Ridgely. It features two sensors and a high-power resistor. The resistor
value can be changed as it is connected to through a screw terminal. Its value is currently 15.1 kOhms.
Honeywell CSLW6B40M:
This sensor is in series with a highpower resistor with the purpose of calculating the voltage output of a
connected DC power supply.
Data Sheet:
https://sensing.honeywell.com/honeywell-sensing-cslw-series-product-sheet-005861-1-en.pdf
LEM HMS 20-P:
This sensor allows the low DC line to pass through it so that it may report the current output of a DC
power supply.
Data Sheet:
https://www.lem.com/sites/default/files/products_datasheets/110512hms_erev13.pdf
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1) Plot Options Box - Use to checkmarks to display and hide the different plots.
2) Plots – The left side of the “Plots” section show the data with respect to time. The right side
shows the name of the data, units, and current value.
3) Control Mode Box – Displays the tower’s current control mode as reported by the turbine
controller
4) Logging Box – Allows the user to begin logging the incoming data from the turbine controller.
Use the numerical box to adjust the logging rate, in Hz.
5) Control Mode Box – Sets the control mode. To use, enter a number in the numerical box or
click on the “Min”, “Max”, or arrows. Then click the “Ok” button to set the control mode and
set point. Use the tabs on the left side to access different control modes.
6) Automated Command Box – Allows the turbine control GUI to automatically change the
control mode and set point. Use the “Choose File” button to select a Command File. Use the
“Start Auto” button to start and stop the automated command.
7) Stop Turbine Button – Sets the duty cycle to 100%, applying maximum torque to the turbine
to slow it down. NOTE: To fully stop the turbine, please use the emergency brake.

Example of a valid Automated Command file. It is a .csv file. Every 10 seconds (indicated by the first
column) the program should increment the rotor speed set-point by 1rpm.

1

2

3

1) Plots – Displays the acceleration as collected by the Life Line.
2) Important Values – Reports the supplementary values such as the rotor speed and generator
output.
3) Plot Options Box – Allows the user to show/hide the plots by clicking on the check boxes.
4) Logging Box – Allows the user to log the incoming data from the LifeLine.

4

I

Tower

Model

Due to the global pandemic, the nature and scope of this project has undergone
large changes since its inception. At one point, this project involved developing a
mathematical model of the wind turbine. This model would provide simulated
vibration data for further development of the imbalance detection algorithm.

I.1

Assumptions

The simplified finite element analysis (FEA) model of the turbine tower was created
in MATLAB based on the following assumptions. The tower is assumed to be
tapered, hollow beam. It is 70 feet tall, made of ASTM A572 grade 50 steel and has
a bottom diameter of 20 inches and a top diameter of 8.7 inches [6]. The finite
element method was chosen to create a more realistic vibration signal as it would
allow the natural frequencies of higher modes to be present in the resultant signal.

I.2

Creating

the

Model

This section details the steps and theories used to construct the model of the
turbine tower. It is based on the procedure outlined in chapter 14 of the text
“Fundamentals of Structural Dynamics” [19].

I.3

Creating

Element

Matrices

The motion of interest is the transverse vibration of the tower. Bernoulli-Euler
Beam theory is used to create an element that models the dynamic transverse
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displacement and slope of a beam. It can be shown that the shape functions of a
beam loaded at the ends with shear and bending moments are

ψ1 (x) = 1 − 3

 x 2

 x 3

+2
L
L
 x 3
 x 2
+L
ψ2 (x) = x − 2L
L
L
 x 2
 x 3
ψ3 (x) = 3
−2
L
L
 x 3
 x 2
+L
ψ4 (x) = −L
L
L

(.1)

where L is the length of the element and x is the position along the length. For
Bernoulli-Euler beams, the mass and stiffness matrices of the beam element can be
found using
L

Z

EIψi00 ψj00 dx

kij =

(.2)

0

and

Z
mij =

L

ρAψi ψj dx

(.3)

0

Using these equations the mass and stiffness matrices for each individual element
are found to be
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.

I.4

Assembling

the

Elements

In this case, the configuration of the elements do not need to be rotated. However,
these matrices describe the motion of the element in the local reference frame. The
mass and stiffness matrices must be converted into the global reference frame by
relating each displacement coordinate to the global displacement coordinate.

Figure .1: Beam element with local coordinates.
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Figure .2: Global coordinates of the turbine tower where n represents the
number of elements.

This can be done through the Direct Stiffness Method which takes advantage of the
fact that work and energy are scalar quantities. The displacement of each element
can be linked directly to the displacement of the corresponding global element by
multiplying each beam element with a locator matrix. The columns of the matrix
correspond to the global coordinates while the rows of the matrix correspond to the
local element. For example, linking the second coordinate of an element to the first
global coordinate would require a “1” in the second row and first column of the
locator matrix. The locator matrix for the first element can be seen in Equation .6.


0


0

L=

1

0


0 1 0 0 0 ··· 0


0 0 1 0 0 · · · 0



0 0 0 0 0 · · · 0

1 0 0 0 0 ··· 0

(.6)

Post and pre multiplying the element matrix by its respective locator matrix returns
the element matrix in the global coordinate system. Summing all the global element
matrices returns the system matrix. Equation .7 shows how to calculate the global
element matrix. This equation can be applied in the same way to the stiffness
matrix.
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Me = LT me L

(.7)

This model is implemented in MATLAB and simulink. The MATLAB code derives
the mass and stiffness matrices according to the steps discussed previously. The
simulink model can be seen in Figure .3.

Figure .3: Simulink model structure for the dynamic model of the wind
turbine.

I.5

Results

The goal of this model was to provide a virtual tower that could provide vibration
data. The user would be able to select characteristics such as tower height, mass
imbalance, or rotor speed and quickly compile estimated vibration data to train an
imbalance detection algorithm. While the model was able to generate vibration
data, as seen in Figure .4, it was never tuned to replicate the tower accurately and
was ultimately left unfinished as the scope of the project was changed in response to
the needs of the CPWPRC.
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Figure .4: Output of the MATLAB model of the turbine tower.
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